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___________ p_y:r:Qph_<>s_11ha teC>chloride electrolytic bath. ------ . -------- -
------~·••••'·"••·-----· --
-·---•·-----·-••-. ---·-·-- .a·O ~ "-',.-'-'-----_--''"·"---~~--:"---~-~~--studies-were ··carriea out on copper -a11d ---i~~~- substrates, and the 




--." ~ .--~---· on the nature of the deposit y1ere taken into consideration. 0 Studies were ... ,JP . . • • ! • 
' ' 
\ ,> also made on th~ 'effect -of· heating the deposits to temperatures ranging 
-.. ··-··-· _, . '-~ ,., '·., -- . from 1so0 c ·to 200°c. 
.J' "' 
The analysis of the deposits was don~ primaril:Y by means of X-ray --




·'" Re~ul ts from ·the_ X-ray data show that F~-~n2 is presen.~ i~ the _ .. _., __ ___ _ 
-C~-- __ _ 
I ·- .. 
-- ---~' 
II 
deposit •. Tlie· diffraction -data were in better accord with the pseud·o-hexagonal 
stru~tu;e of Fesn2 ~ but the similarity in the diffraction patte~ns of the tetragonal at1d pseudo-hexagonal forms makes a conclusive identification 
clifficut·t. The presence of FeSn· was detectable· to some extent only. in 
samples hea. ted above 17 5 ° C • · 
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. INTRODUCTION -
--··---··-------···__:_ __ . __ . --·-···~--~------·-· .... --~ -_ :;,,~• -
. ,, .,_ . 
c:i • ., ,,, • 
·- ---·----~-~ ------ ----·- -----'---~· 
. ·.·.- -- - . -_- .--~-----,--.- - . - - ,--- - - --·· 
-~ 
,· 
~ . The use- of tin ~oatings in industry "is well known... Besides-. 
... 
off~~ing · a lustrous appearance, the ti1:1 coa~ting provides a ·corrosion 
·~ ..::;; . : .. 
', ~· ' 
• 
protective· film on eiteel substrates, a fact which is widely used in the 
fo~d canning industryo Tin is useful· as ,.,,.a coating because. the thin· oxide 
. -~- . - .-
---·· ·- ·--· ... 
~--~-_______ !.·t_l~ present on the surface reduces itS-s-Chemic<=!l · activity in mil~-ly c-orrcr------~-------~-: 
'"'-.. ... 
·_ ,, ' ' . ' ;; \.,- ' 
-sive environments.· The corrosion· rate ·of ·t'in coatings on steel is 
increased when the oxide film is ~'broken by scratches or indentations. 
Exposure of the steel base through pores or.by abrasion leads to the 
development of galvanic cells with the tin serving as anode'in air-free 
acidic environments. 
' 
--··· The· tinning process· is usually done by hot d~pping in molten tin 
,., .. ,, or by using electrolytic methods. The hot dipping process is· carried 
out by inmersion in molten tin, which is normally.maintained between 280°C 
and "320°Co During this process·,-· the -molten tin is covered by a layer of 
,. 
flux to prevent pxidation and scum formation. Electroplating_ of tin is 
primarily carr_ied out in alkaline stannate· b·aths, acid sulphate baths or · 
. . 
- -- "" fluoroborate bathso The tin deposited by the l~tter method is then sub-
jec~~d to a flow=brightening process (momentarily melting of- the coating -
followed by quenching) which imparts a bright, lustrous shine to the 
coating. 
"This brightening of the tin-layer which w~s ini;ially done for the 
·-~-,.• 
-
" "' . ·sole purpose of appearance, led · to better anti-corrosion properties ,, 
------ ., .. ····-- · ·than plain' ele~trodeposited ·t~n~ ... Investigations carried out on the hot-. -l -
. --="--
., dipped tin plate revealed;; the · formation of an intermetallic alloy which · .... ''J···. 
.. 
• tj 











- -- -- ~··---- . --- --· -~---- --- --·-... -
- --- ---• -- - a -a.-:-.--~~------------
·--~--=~·--:"---~-----·----~----~--:----·-·· ana.lys·is ·of this all~y· layer reveal·ed· it to constitute prim~rily· of the . .. ·• - _.jl:·· • . - . . - . . ... . • 
- . .,_, 
---- . _ ........ -- . 
. 
. ' . \,, -
-------· .. c . . cODlpound FeS,~ ( 80. 9 .5 wt % Sn) • _c .'-
. · ·· - ·----- -- . - ·> -
-
. 
••. ---·-.--:-v;--.---··-·-· .... 
The· importance of the.alloy layer in·corrosion·resistance -lies ' 
. 
. 
. \ . 
. . .~ 
. ·~ 
·, ... ~-
· , . .. in -the :fact that it can control tQ.e ·area of cathodic . steel exposed,.·· and 
. . . .' .. .,. .. .. . . . "' 
. . 
'"';~; 
. hence control' the rate of detinningo -This tendency ha_s shown definite_. _ 
... t 
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. ...... ·· ., . 
·fa· . 
.. . 
properties measured at the steel and ir()J,1.-tin allOy surfaces by polariza- , 
tion_ancl 
1
Collpling techniques have Shri~ that the Ii.ature ofthe intermetallic ·· 
. alloy, Fesn2 ,. is an _important factor in detenniriing the corrosion resistance· 
c;,f electrolytic tin platea Tests carried out on fruit juice cans reveal 
that the intennetallic alloy is a determining fact.or in prevention of 
\-. .,. detinning and corrosion in citric acid. 't 
. _;_,,..., 
. -;}'I 






., . -~ 
to synthesize the intermetall:i.c alloy, Fesn2 , by eleci::rodep_osition techg,i.:. 
· ques. · Synthesis of Fesn2 by ~~ectrodeposition woul.d en·able coating of g~ . 
any conductive su~strate with '·an Fesn2 surface. The economics of such a ., 
,) 
synthe~is as compared to the other conventional methods·,_ also seem favo~able • 
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't~.I"' '' .' . - .... ,} 
... 
The review which ·follows, essentially covers the development. 
of the iron-tin phase diagram and the discrep~ncies involved; ..;?etl\od1,1 
. . 
of ~-forming FeSn2 and the .. iron=tin intermetallic alloys; and _the. me~l!ods-
of. ·investigating the intermetallic · alloy •. 
· Wever and Reinecken1 we~e one of the.first to make ·a systematic 
,,-> 
study. Jf .the iron~tin system u~ing thermal, magnetometric ~nd -micro_scopic ·. 
methodse They concluded that the system possessed two intermetallic 
:.~_,./; -/ . . 
compounds: ·Fe3.sn and .. F~sn2· • -·· , .. 
·2 Edwards and Preece later on investigated the phase diagram by 
detentlination of thermal critical points a_nd metallographic examination • 
. • ; 
They·· rep?.rted the formation of three compounds: Fe2Sn, ,which is. stable 
. ~ 
at 760°-,00°C, but can react with Sn at 800°C to form FeSn; FeSn which is 
I• 
- .. ~ 
... 'Sta.~~e:below 80(;)~ but _"rea~.ts ;with Sn below 480°C · to produce FeSn2 ; FeSn2 ~ . -~ . 
. 
w~ich e~ists below 496°C an~ when heated above that temperature breaks 
. . -·. 
down"~ into FeS_n p,.lus a Srt=ri~h l:(quido· .They· were able to obtain no evidence 
.... of the e:ti$"t~n.ce of F"e-1Sp.. . In alloys containing as little .as 0.01% Fe, 
" :"' ~he,presence of needle like crystalg.of @FE!Sn2 were detected under the 
. . 




>'· •. !n i1933·,. Ehret . an~ Westgre-p~ for the first time employing X-ray - '·' .. ,,· ~ .• 
1 
· · ·an.ilys:is, prese~ted a phase diagram· which closely ag\eed With that of 
. · . Ed~ard-s and Preece. 
. .. 
. -. ,l :~ . 
. ..!Jf,..:;,I It J47as :by. riow confirmed that· the region be:low 500°C was well ,· 
' 
·' 
.,, l · esta.blish~d· and_ that FeSn2 and FeSn did exist at room temperature.:· In 
· · J943, Ehret .and Gin;;i~sky4 investigated the controversial region of the 
. . '.II . , •. 




. '. following V intiermetallic· alloys,~ ''beginning w~th. the one richest .in it-0n: · 
.----~-
8 ·' "· ' 
·_ ... _- __ ··- Fe2Sn, .. Fe3_S,J?-2~ FeSn~ _· y (NiAs st~ucture) and F~Sn2 o The exist~nce of Fe2Sn · 





richest in iron is more ·likely tO b~_ Fe3Sn ra~er than' Fe2sq. The pres_enCe_ 
of Fe3sn, Fe3SXJ,z, FeSn and_ the y _(NiA's. structure~s been r~p~rted on-ly, 
1 .. ·•. .. -. -·------· - • . ·• (-}<. I : \. • . 
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,:, . -.. 
.. 
fiom intermetallic. alloys obtai11;ed~ hot-dipping. and heat tr~atment 
methodso Only.FeSn7 has beenpositiyely determined in flow-brightened 
tin~late8 si 9 S) 11 o Th; existence of some trace "impu.riti~s" of other- ~om~· 
--~~·-. 
. 
•: . ~ •} 
. i . . pounds have also been reported, but no satisfactory evidence of their 
constitution has come forth so far. 
Each of the phases mentioned above was reported as possessing . . ... -· 
"-' 
-
- 5 0 hexagonal synnnetry o Re~ently, however, Gabe has shown tha·t. although' Fesn2 has a tetragonal structure,. it-can under some circumstances show hexagonal 
" " 
synnnetry, and that depending -on the orientation, both, tetragonal and .. 
. he~agonal synnnetries 3'may be apparent. in the diffraction patterns obtained 
. 6 from X-ray analysiso Nowotny and Schu·bert ,. who first presented the X-ray I · . t dif·fraction data.: on. FeSn2 , did indeed firid the ·structure to be of a .. i' 
• 
.. ~~ •. , pseudo-hexagonal naturei' 
-~ 
Methods of preparing the intermeta~lic· alloy bave ranged from heat 
. 
. 
. 23 •.. · 78. treating mixtures of·iron and tin powders' ;
1 
hot dipping methods 'and 
·~ -- ----
-- -1,y ·electroplating of ·tin and con-sequent flow brighteninga, 9,lO,ll e Only 
very rece~tly have· studies been made t,o determine if it is· possible to 
synthesize _Fesn2 during the electrodeposition of tin .... · 
· .. · . . 12 ~ · . Buck and Le1.dhe1.ser reported that the Fesn2 alloy was forme~_on 
electrodeposition of Sn on Fe in alk:aline but· not in acid solutions, and 
confirmed this by ,=ray analysis. Their findings have also indicated. that 
T 
•-
more FeSn2 was formed at the interface than· is expected on the basis ~,f. ,aft 
thermal diffusion alone. Frankenthal and LoginowlO confirmed .the mechanism 
·· · ·of the i~on-tin alloy formation, to: be a r~sult of diffusion a .· Their study , _.,,-,, 
on 'the kinetics of the f~1Clllation of FeSn2 at ~emperatures above and below. 
the melting~,point of tin (232°C), indicated that the .growth obeyed the 
,. 
·characteri.st,ic parabolic rate \aw for. diffusion mechanisms. 
· .. Barry and Phillips19 were able to detect the presence of small. 
'' 
~ 
• ,.' 't 'i• '. TJ, ' 
.... -.."l.~ ·~ 
quantities of FeSn2 during the_ electrodepositio11 ... of tin from acid electrolytes •. 
· 13 · ' 
,• 
... - '-. ·~ .. ,._. 
.,..,,1 .... ~ ~ .. 
. '" 
.r· ...... ., .. _ ...
~... . 
- Izmailov and Kudryavtseva· pres~nted the conditions for the el~ctrodeposi-. 
. ·' ",; 
. 
'" , , ti.on of iro}l~tin ·alloys on st ..eel or brass from an e_lectrolyte contaiping r~-~~~--'. 
.. 
-
. ~- FeC13 • 6H2? 27g/1; SnC12 • 2H20~ 6··;:.8g/1 .and Na4P 2o7 •. - l~H20 ".l80-190g/1· at 55°C, . ~ 
. -/. 
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. f 
. .- 1_<·: 't? \.. •. · pH 8.8. and current· density of Q.5-1.0 amp/dm at approximately 40% curr~nt · ;:, 
,: .. / 
:: . ~ .. 
-· ... ,, . 
,. 
·, .. __ , · efficiency. They also reported the variation in Sn-Fe alloy content depending ·,q ·.:.:. .• J 
'i ii 
-




alloys are not deposited ~··(rom sulfate~ chloride,, chloride=f_luoride, or 
"' 
· ·fluoroborate electrolytes~ and that only tin is· deposited from .these solu- · 
t:ions. The present -work is based on ~his data. 
.- · -~~ Earlier studies on the intermetallic alloy were done primarily 
.. ---:;.-;·~--··---····~.~· ------by---mic·roscopic examinc1itions1 • In 1933, Ehret -and Westgren2 using me-tal c.f'"'• 
.. 
filings of the alloy layer presented the first X-:.fay analysis of the inter- ..... 
·-4 7 12 14 15 16 .·· metallic compoundso Since then, many workers ' ' ' ' . ' have found 
this to be one of the best techniques in investigating the intermetallic( 23 
.. · · · 
''compounds. · Hoare found that polishing techniques to reveal the alloy 
layer ·were very difficult, because of' (1) ·the· ~xtreme thin .nature of t-he 
,:.-
·. 16: .. 
'.I 
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iron-tin compc;,und layer, .. (2) varying· hardness across the edge sect.ion, and . 
(3). the flowing of tin over the steel edge during polishing- and hence 
·. ~ 
. forming a false· edge. He resorted to etching techniques using reagents -
_c_..c ____ .. cc .... ~----- like--alcoholic -nitric acia,·a.1coholic acid ferric chlo_ride and' dilute aqua regia. 
' ' ,,. ','·;'·'· ., .. •, ·' ' 
. . ~-
·~ . -,• 
. •\· 
: ... =-- -~ •,'· 
. . -·-'.~· ... 
. ' All these were found to leave the iron-tin compound virtually unattacked. 
· · Removal of the tin lay~d subsequent investigation of tha. alloy ~· 
layer in hot dipped or flow~brightened tinplate by chemical~and electro-
h . 1 h 1 b f 1 1 ' ' d7' 10' 16' 17 c em1ca means ·as a so een requent y emp oye • "'·. 
\ In recent years, electron microscopy has played an important part . 
tn investigating and identifying~ the complex structure of the intermetallic 
alloy18 a Barry and Phillips19 in 1968 developed a radioactive tracer 
' . . 
technique; for stu¢1.ying the interm.etallic layer and were successful in · ---· 
.. •· .. -...-determining even very small amounts·~£ Fesn2: 
Kannn and Willey27 made polarization studies on the corrosion res1.stance 
c.haracteristic of electrolytic tinplate and s.howed that th~·· iron=tin alloy i~. 
an important factor in tinplate cor~osiOll, Kamm, Willey, Beese and Krickl 28 1 
followed up this iD:vestigation using. the -alloy-tin .. couple (ATC) test. to deter-
' 
mlne 'the rate of. de tinning and corro·sion in deaerated grapefruit juice G ,, Covert 
.... , 
' . . 7 /. . and Uhlig have. also tried to predict the. corrosion behavior ·o;f tinplate __ on ... 
• 
.. , .. 
-....__ .. · 
~- ·1- . . . •. 
~ 
J • 
• ,.·· •. 
.. 
·:;/" 1,1' 
· ·the basis .. of hydrogen overvol tage measurements. They also made studies pertaining 
I to. the extre_Jilely hard and inert nature_ of the Fesn2_ phase •. ~ 
~ ... 
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.: \ 
Electrolyte · '" . 
:: ~ .. 
The - ehemical.s used for the electrodeposition were of· the·-: . 
-,~ollowing grade:·-
.,. 
~ Ferric Chloride __ (~ecl3 • 6H20) 
- ACS -Certified ---·------··---------------··---·····-~---·-··---•·------·-·-I 
• 'I 




. . . 
---------------··- . --------· ____ ! ___ . ·-----------. ---·---------·--· --------~ - -- --~-~--~--~--~r-~------ Lab -g-rade - Sup.pl-ietl----by-Fish~r . 
Scientific Co. 
· ·. Stannous Chloride (SnC12 • 2.~20) 
t>• •" ~.; 
Technical· ·gradEl- -
Scientific Co. 
Supp 1 ied by Fi~sher · 





Sodium Pyropho~phate (Na4P 2o7 • lOH20~l ~ -- ------·--------~-- ·~ 
Certified lab gr.ade - Supplied by 
Fisher Scientific Co.· 
Th.e electrolyte bath was prepared by weighing the desired quan;~ty 







- --=·-=ccc~ ~n deionized water. It was often neces-s0ary _to heat and stir the solution.----"--:-----




···-·. .. .. ~· 
.• .. --
. -'·:'..'' .~ : ·• 
in order to achieve ·complete dissolution. The solutions were then made 
up'· to one liter in a volumetric flask· and then mixed to form the necessary )---
- -
electrolyte batho The pH of the bath was then adjusted with standard hydro-
chloric acid or sodium hydroxide. This adjustment was usually unnecessary 
as the pH was quite uniform in the range 8.2 - 8.5. 
' 
.• .· .... 
cathod-es · · 
Both copper and iron cath.odes were used. The copper was 8nnn thick 
;.. ·and supplied by the Fisher Scientific ·co.; 8nnn sheet steel metal was used • 




-- -----·· ------- .. I 
1, 
• I Cathode Cleanirig I 
... 
The copper cathodes were degreased in~tially with acetone·and_washed-
. _,, 
- •. . _ ______,'., 
tho~oughly in deionised water. Prior to plating, · the coppe1c was cathodically- · ~ 
., - I 
cleaned in sodium hydroxid.e solut.i.on (0. SN) for 60 sec s u ini grap_hit~ -- -------- . ---·-] 11 .... :· 
.~ - -~ •.· 
an:odes at"approximatel)" 1 amp/dm2 curi:ent den:Sity. Vigorous evolution: 
o~. hydrogen -~bubbles.· was.- ensured-. The copper was then thoroughly rinsed 
-----··,:.,,"!-< 
. . 
• .... 1,•1 
- I !, 
~-
1 
·· ·· . j.n deionized water. The i-ron cathodes were first --degreased in acetone, 
. ,•.,· .. it 
,.,,,,'t 
-------- -----
< ·t '. 
' ' y "' . ;,',,,, ..... , _ 
(.· 
'-. '\ .· 
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... .,, __ --,.--=--.=..,.~'=-'--,._,_,.,..~,=;,.- ._· .....-~~=· r=. ...,;;-,;-·-~------.· -~-----------·· 
·--
rinsed thoroughly with deionized water and inmer~ed in ·concent_r_a_ted sul--~·. -~~~~--,1 .. 0 . . . .· . . 
~· 
,. 
£uric ac_id for 60 seconds till all ~urface oxide and grime was thOt;'OUghly I C."-1' 
removedo Final rinse with deionized water was then given: 
Anodes 
.· /~// 
. :r' ~-·' . // 
·. / /, 
/.· 
4nnn tq_ick, purified, tin metal supplied by the Fisher Scientific. 
__ ··:.- Co., was. used and cut to approximate dimensions_ of 7cms x Scms .• The 
/ / 
----------- --
---·· ·-- ··---·-~.--------· ... -- . ----~· --
_c_arbQn ano_des us_ed_ were 7cms- X -4cms. X ~ems in -s-ize O .-The anodes . were --·-://-.. . .- -------
. .· . !. 
. 







Plating Current Source /// /,., 
//// 




. ---·····-· .. tllQdel._ LA 100 __ 0_3_BM with continuous output voltage of 0-35v and current 
.. ,· .. , ..... . 
rating from 0=10ampGI A vernier knob in the power ·supply made it possible 
to adjust the output voltage accurately. A v9ltmeter, annneter and thennal 
overload switch were included in this piece of the apparatus. 
Heating Source 
--
- -- . ' -----··' -~-- --· ' 
-
-- - . A porta=temp, hea.ter-stirrer ... thermostat combination was used 
, 
~ to control the temperature of the water-bath surrounding the electrolyte - ,'------ - . • '<. .. 
container,"'o The heater was calibrated .. to the desired tempera~ure prior !· 




. A Beckman Zeromatic-pH me-fer was used to meas .. ure the pH. The pH 




A 45 watt·, 5 ohm rating rh~os·tat was included in the electrical-," 
. . 
~ circuit to control---'the current passing through the electrolyte.· -
. \ 
~----




------ .. -· 
-a,,,, 
,( ~ 1 An ~eter (0=2o5amp) and voltmeter (0·-2Sv-) were included in the 
I i" circuit to measure the current and-. voltage drop across the electrolyt·e · .. 
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..........._ The plating solution was kept in a 2000ml pyrex .beaker. A large· 
--------- -- .. ·. two gallon pyrex glass container served as the water ,bath. An asbestos 
. 
-
sheet covered the water bath with a slot in it to accomodate the beaker. 
-A circular hole cut out j.n the asbestos cover allowed the beaker· to be ' 1 
-- - --··--·,-·- ----~- - suspended-in- the water Q Tfi.e whole WEit:er -bath assembly was enclosed in______ I - -- -. ·-- ' 
' ' -- i ------ a glass wool insulation wrapped with aluminum foil to· minimize heat loss~ ---=--·----=--: ________ t 
.- . The beaker had a plastic cover with slots and holes cut out to accomodate 
>l · the electrodes-and thermometer and was clamped in position with small 
alligator clips. All electrical leads and connections were soldered in 
orde,r to ensure a good contact. and minimize electrical resistance. 
Be.sides the switch on the power supply, ~nother one was mo'1,nted on the 
;:·-~ • t" water bath asbestofo cover. Large, copper alligator clips ensured good 
electrical contact to the etectrodes. An interelectrode distance· of 5 ems 
. was,.maintainedo· 
Specimen Heating 
Samples selected for heating were cut into approximately 2. ems 
" 
,·._..,..:-~-... ---.·.---,-·,..,..,...-,----;-.- ·: 
r ··i 
----------· --- -----.---------~,~ 
it~ 
i·~ 
' .... .. ..: ...... . 













-before placing· the specimens. · Cooling of- the oven to room t_emperature ft) ~ 
i .' . was done pri9r to removing the specime~. LG:ft 
.ltl 
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· .... "' _ .. x;.Ray D·iffraction T~chnigues 
__;_ ", 
. ~ 10···-. · 
•••• ... '. C, 
... ,,_ . 
' .' 
- ------ - --·-------·---- ~~---------------- ·---··· 
_l •• 
.. 
. ' . . 
. ' 
•• · ... -----. _11--~-,--- .-··--:'"'' . -., ,.,.,..------;-'---~· 
--
"· ,. 
. __ : -----·-----···----··, --.:· 
-------·-- ·.--- .. -· .. ., ...... '. --·-··. -·--,----·- ---~-
- ----... -- . 
-
. The id~ntification of the electrode.posits obtained was done pri-
,,., ·-~···· ., .. ·--:······--.-· 
· ~arily by means . of Xc:::,ray techniques. Diffr-action patte1:ns. were obtained fl - , -




. --·--·--·-.. ---·~-·--=- ·,-······ =~· Owiiig··"i:o ·the-very ·tni.n iiai:1.11:~ Qt· ~1:le clepo~its ob'.tained (e~en---wi;·th-.--\--~· 
!-\·· 





one .h,our deposition -time), the diffraction pattern of_ the· underlying sub-
. . . 
·· strate showed 
themselves. 
· up along with the. patterns obtained for the deposits 
. 
Preparation· of Saniple.s for the Debye-Scherrer_Camera 
~-Samples of approximate. size Scms x 4cms were cut f:rom. the electro-
" 
··: d·eposited specimenso The surface was, then filed and s·craped very slowly 
~~~--~~ ---·-------------- ··----- -- - ·- -and carefully in order ·to--g-et-·as--·mucn·-of--the- electrodeposit as possible ~ 
' 
~ 
and as little as possible of the underlying substrateo The filings were· 





fuily wi·th a pestle to get as fine a powder as possible. Often this was 
.· unnecessary as ~the filing~ obtained- were fine enough. 
~Gla-S-S···Capil-larie·s·,----about··6:cms-1ong·- and OoSrinn -cfiameter ,. drawn from 
-·. ,, .. -
__ .._., 
glass tubing, were mounted in the specimen holder of the camera and coated· 
· with a very fine f·ilm of petrol,eum jelly. The glass capillary was then 
.~olled in the powdered filings to obtain a uniform coating a11 · around and 
about 2cms long. This was mounted at the axis of the camera and- rotated 
with a synchronous electric motor durin_g_ __ exposur.e. ___ t_o_x~xadiation. -------- -·--------------- ---------·- -· '" . . 
.. 




. Sample~ of approximately 2cms x 2cms were cut from the ele·ctrode-
1
- ' 
.. posited specimens for mounting directly into the di.ffra.ctometer~· InstrUtll~~;~s--; c;~~~=~_,~:- -------···--------·-·----·· . -------------- ------------- ____ _, - ----· ------ ·-·· ······· 
--· 
•··-:- - •-.-----------= - --- - - -----------=c~c-___ - --- -~ 
andl(condit.ions used for the x-ray,-:ail~l..y~4:~~~~w,~e::.--·---~---- - . -~~~--=-===-----------------=-===-----· --···· - .-- ----- . ---- - ~ . 
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. . ~,~·»ebye•Scherrer Powder Camera 














·- ---· . 
- - ---- - . _____ , __ 
---------------~ Diameter of.Camera: 12cms , ....... ,,, .. ..... , ... , ... ,.,.,,,- ....... ' 
-~ ~ -- --Tube: · · CA7 Xi=~ay Coba.1-e-Targ-e-t_________ ·------ ~--------~-=- . - -
..... 
.. ·-~ ,_..-,;./ 
Fi~fter·~ Ferric oxide (Fe2o3) 
Exposure Time: ·3-3\ hours · 
- --- --~-----
- -- ____ .._ --~ --- ---- --- - ---------~------· - ----- - --------------- ----- -- - - ----
---------·- -- -- --- .. _ ..------· ·---- . ~---··-·--·-· 




---- ---- -- ---
- -- -·--·- ·-·-- --- ---- -· ···- ........ ·-----· --- -- ---
-- ...... --- . ------- ··--- ··- -·-·····-- . -· ·-·-------------- ----·-----·-·-------·--- -- -·---,·--.l;J.------~-----~---: .... -,--- - _____ ...:__ ____ ----- ------ - - ----------- ---- -;---- --------,--·--------------~~----------x-r a y ~Film:. Kodak No-Screen Tinted ,"Estar" Safety Base 
Film. Type . NS-54T 
. 
p·· 1 · · L d. , 
_J . .J:.fil oa 1ng: Modified uns~etrical or Stra1nnanis method. 
Diffractometer 
· Make: Norelco X-ray diffractometer; Phil.lips Electronics Inc •. Type 12046· 
Tube: Iron _(_F~. -tube type 32114 
- -·--------- --
-------------------·----·-·------· --
-----··-- - .... - -
Filter: Manganese 
Rating:( 40kV, lOmA 




, ____ .:.:::.::=....=...::- -- -~·------ -- . --·.--.:..:.:=.:-=---------=------ --
. . 
DC Voltag~ 1575V 
· ·, · Effective· target area: 1. 2 x 10mm2 · 
• < 
~--~----.. '~.,,.--_-;-- - ~~--- - -viewing .angle: 6 0 . ---------~. 
.,· 
-
Scale factor: ~ 
. ·Multiplier: O. 6 
Time constant··: 4 'V 






~--- __ Ch:ar~ __ §peed: -------V-mi1:1 ~.--
I . 
. _,, 
,Analysis of Diffraction Patterns 
... , ·~: -, ..... _. -
. ~" 1.: • .. . ' : 
- --·-
.. , .... _ ·------.-:--~ . Debyec:iScherrer Camera . 
. " -- , - .. 
-:··· 
·-----··-- -- -------- -
. • . 
. ····-··-- --
--- - ----·--·~-----·---·-
· -- --=-:--·- ~--·. __ ~_The .. unsymn1e.trical-~----o~-S-t~~~~~~is - --- .me-thod·--··of. film · 1:c,cidi- -~ --- --- --- ------------------------ ----------___ ..:.....:...:.,--.:..---~~~--=- . . 
. 
-·-· -. .. . 
. 
., 
.. . in Figo· 1, was used for lo.ading the film in the camera.· Thi·s has. the :.., .·-
-- .r 
-: .... 
. .· .·· . ~ 
.. 
. -.,. advantage that it provides for· film shr.inkage correction wit}{ou.t calibra-
-------
·-
' .. . tton of the camera or kngwledge of any camera dimensions. It was possible-{'i. 
. ' ' ' ,.,.. 
. ,, 
~Y this method of lpad:tng to_determipe from measurements on the film, where. 
.. 
----- .. t'~. -....~-~--
-~1 
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F:IGURE 1-, . STRAUMAN IS METHOD OF FIIM -LOADING 










----~---t-1-ihHiel"!-- i-nei:d-ent beanr·,enterea-Cpoin"t~X)----and where· th.e--tr.a.nsmitted beam left 
(point Y). Point Xis halfway between the measured portions of lines •, 
5,5; and point Y is halfway between the measured portions of lines 1,1. 
,. 
This, thus enabled accurate pinpointing of X and Y. The di£ ference 
' between the positions of X an,d Y gave W, and ·,,e was found by propontion: 
-----'-...c.:.;c..-----~---------
___ __.... ____ ._____ _ _ 
-------c-· -- -------.--···-· . f 
/-
2 a s 
= -1T w 
• ·!(,' 
,\,' '•"• 
'_. __ ,,_ :_ ... · --- -
-· _,_ ________ . -- - ;--
- -· ---- --
-,.. 
... · The anci.lysis _ <?~ the diffraction pattern ,obtai11:ed. on -the X-ray-·filt? wa~ -----·--·----··-····---- ----------·- - ---. - ----- ---
----------~--~-:---' ---~-~·~~---------,.--=---""'~ ___ -on---a-~--e;erneral\-,~~lecfrf"C-,Tfluorine .. tl il lumin.atOI" Wbich has a SCal_e ___ and ~ .. , .. :"'!1,-'-'..:Z- . . 
--- . ---··-·- ·---·· -, 
---··-----------·--· -- - • 
vernier- ·attached~ The relative intensities of the diffraction pattern-
'. ~ 
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.. -- --~-=ea=-· --~- -·::,__: ·.···"~-- ·- -
·~ ; 
-- ------- __ __.__,.=_, __ .,._ ...... _.,,,,,.,., __ _,__""': =--~---"'·'·-·'·-'---'------···-··>-: -------·.v-~----·-·-.z·.=".--::··.-_.~-·=-=''"·'-----·-·----'- - ------- - : 
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• • 
• 
··------·•··-· - -~~,- . ~ 
T 
-· Simila.:t;ity of the "d" values of the intermetallic alloys present 
I 
· in the deposit and of .the. substrate, often caused cons·iderable diffusion 





- - - ---- - -- - - -
' " 
at ·the · highsr Bragg angles Q ~ 1-·· '·'. 
- 20 · Computerizeda values available in.Faug and Bloss' book helped 
•,\ 
...... ·,,, ;,,,.,, 
.,.. 
-·· -~-
-~ in determining the "d" values -to up to __ 0.01 ° ·.of the 2~_, angle. · 
..,. __ .• _ 
Elec trori ___ Mic_r_oprobe -~=----::.-.~·-=----- ---- ---- ----- ---------------~~-----··---···-··----- - -·----·--· ·-····-· 
- -- --- -- --- -- -----
- - ------ ------------
- -- ~- ~----
------------''-'---------"---
- An elcec·tr.-0aeposited sample was. consider.ed ~or a representat,ive-- . -
,. electron microprobe analysis. F.our pieces - of approximate dimensions 
Z.5cms x Oo5cms were cut from the e·lectro-deposited specimen ~lld given 
a 90° be.nd at one end-so as to be able to stand on ~dgeo These pieces 
were then sandwiched together and mounted in a blue:-''I,akel:fte· 'mould. 
Coarse grinding of this specimen waS done ~ 240, 320, _ 400 and_ 60Q gr-=-i-=-~ __ • 
. 
.. . . ----- --------- -
-- . -- -




stages, the specimen was washed with water and after the 600 grit paper, 
it _was cleaned in ethyl alcohol using· an u.ltrasonic cleaner. Hand 
~ A~ - - "---=·===--cc=::cc=--~,c, __ ,.c·~-=-"c=-,~--~"PO"lis·hing was done on -a 6- -µ paper, followed by a 1µ paper and · finally 
on a Linde (3 paper o No etching was>"'ilone at all. 
. 
~ 
-- .. The composition of a phase was calculated by comparing the • _-:;..:::._·..c.....=..·---=---.c._-'· •. ~~""""-=-"'-~----
standard pure intensities of Fe, Sn and Cu with the-intensities of the 
respective elements being analysed in the phase. 
The following_ measurements we_~ made for the analysi~- of each 
. -·----- ---·~-"--
·- . element in the sample:. 
,,:· 
.. izy" 
The X-ray intensitp' from the element stalld3.rds both before 
·-
,_ .. , ..... 
. "I,. ' 
1 
and after the analysis~,~--~~-~~-----~-'-~-~-~~~-~-:-~~~ ~~~~-,--c--c---,-~,---,----c,~~~-.Tm-ht:-=-e~x~-ray intensity from the background standar~ above or 
" 












· The concentration of an element . 
' 
-~·inc~ the · rltio ·of the intensity being 
the sample to the intensi.ty emitted by 
. . . . 
~ • I, 
.. 
... ~ ' ........... . 
. .) . 
~---- ---------------- - ----. ---
was calculated from its intensity; 
emitted by a p~rticular element in 
. i 
__ -;,,, 
the same element, 1n the pure -state 
............ 
.. ,-) :.: ... ~- .··· 
" , 
,V'" .~'--··.r .. ' 
•' . . . 
. ..... ..._,'"; 
' .. ' . • .... I ,, • 
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obtained were approximate,. a·s corr~ctions for atomic number, · absorp .... t ...... i-o~n,1,:__--__ -c----.-:-----'-c'-___.._--:--~ 
' ~ <)-. 




· Mossbauer SJ?ectra ",0_9~/ 
~-r A few representative samples wer-e selected ·for/ analysis u-sing an 
Austin Science Associates~~ _._Mossbauer Spectrometer Drive, ·Model S3, Range· 
---~"---- --'· 
-~-~--- __ --o-.:·6cfc~s-/f3e~o All the spectra were obtained by reflect:ion: -- . - - -- - ---
-----·•I---··- - - - -------~---
0 ' 
. . .ill, . 
~ 
~ The· spectra from a non-heat treated deposit on an iron ·substrate 
. gave the characteristic six iron. peaks. With a cop.per substrate, a very 
·, poor spectrum-with six Fe. peaks was obtained. · No other peaks could be 
resolved • 
·· The heat treated deposits on Cu and Fe were also subjected to 
analys-is pf the Mo·s·sbauer Spectra .. " Lack of standard M9ossb~uer Spectra 
for FeSn and the pseudo=hexagonal fonn of FeSn2 , rendered the analysis -of. 




. . l.- · . 
• 1 
'l I 
.• 1· ' l 
_., .• 1· 
·--·. -r.' .... 
-·----=-===--·-"'-== -~=---·-----,.f:r_<.ml heatc-_ _t_reat~d san1ples, _ spect:t."a· with definable peaks. With iron based ___________________ ·-_--.----·· , 
samples·, some clear iron peaks were visible. These iron peaks could be 
,' 
identified even after light sanding of the darker outer coatinJJ or the 
shiny -inner coa·ting. . Copper based samples gave essentially unresolved 
-· . I 
,spectra except for a limit of six peaks in the Fe positions, indicating 
the presence of some. free iron in the deposits-. 
. . 
----''-------:----'.'-----.~., :--· -------However, it- seems that the- Mossbauer active· ir1'tl--atoms being 
.... 'f :i . 
·-------·-· ----·~-4-----~. 
. . ·~ . 
detected are in at least ~~o different sites,- or_ are suffering from so 
. -
much line broadening tha-t no resolved spectrum can·· be determined. 
-~ 
------- --- -
- ----- ----- - - --~- -~---·--··- -----~ ----
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RESULTS . ., '., ~· 
. ' 
> •• •• , •••• ~ .... 
.. ' ' 
X-Ray· Diffraction Techniques .,-, 
----~~ ----------- --,---- -- --
T~e XQray diffraction results for the electr.o·deposited- coatings 
produced u~ger different experimental ~onditions such as· anode materials, 
----(1·· . . ,• ,, 
. . 
substrate materia_ls, bath composition~ bath temperature, -- current density,. 
1 and heating conditions are given in Tables 1 through 13 (d) o Figures 2 
-~-~--~- -~-~~-~---·- -----"--through 5 p.resent selected isolated P,Ortions of some of the diffraction_ 
. --------- ---------------- .-~--~- ----------------· ·--- ·"--------- ---- --
patterns and give a very explicit picture of· the changes occurring in 
the intermetallic layer on heating. The diffraction patterns presented 
. ' 
here are selected as most representative of the various coa_tings ~btained. 
~·-" 
X-ray diffraction data available fr.om the AS™ files· were used 
as standards for Fe, FeSn, 
presented in the appendix. 
• .t' 
FeSn2 , a-Sn,. Cu and e:Cu3Sns, and are_ 
The standard data avail~ble for·Fesn,2 
--f rOlll ' 
,, . 
. ' 
,. 1 '. ' 
-- -----~--·'--· . . --·----
--~---
\ 
.. , ., .. , ..... 
the ASTM files are however coriside-recl to oe···not entire-iy coinp1--ete -and are 
presented only for the tetragonal structu~e. A collated diffraction data 
5 table for Fepn2 __ ,-c_prese~_t~9 by G_abe , is therefore a1s_a___included in t-he 
appendix_ • 
The X-ray diffraction data obtained from mof3t of_ the samples are 
in good agreement with that reported for the respective phases in· the _ 
" 
.-standard datae However, in some cases, the diffraction pattern is not 
' 
·· uniform and the r·elative intensities of the "diffraction_ i~nes vary from 
" 
. I 
17.,-----,----__ _..,,those--1-i.s-ted------in the s tan~-d---da-t-a.------I-n-~some-~ef---the----d-at-a--,----a--ma--j--or----and--a-
~ )' f'./ • I 
. ;,. few minor diffraction lines are absent. These .irreg-ularities can be 
explained due to the· different experimental conditions and nature of radia•, 
.---___.__.:._ __________ --1=-=1-An_:~-P{:J.-A-~~1P,~-:ii=:--1RP----data presented and the standard data. Moreover, ., · 
-- __ the extremely thin nature of. the coatings, in ·,some cases, could not 
--- - ---·-- -- --~-~- ·~---·--- -- -
-~------ --- . -
'. -·--- - .-- -· ' . - .-, 
- .... -~-:_ 
.... 
'-.::: .. . -: . -, . 
. )t··· ., .. 
;• .. ' . 
\ .. .- It • 
\,, 
:·•.r...._. ___ ... , .• 
, .. . ..... • ,;.: I . 
• -.S-•' 
. . , .. 
. . 
_ p-rovide sufficient--..:-re'flection and hence the substrate s·hows~ up -more 
' . ' . ' 
predom.in·atelyo The posslllility of ·Fesn2 ~?f~,~enting both a tetragonal_-
and hexagonal crystal structure made- the identification- of the diffrac-
. 
-
tion_ lines more complicatedo . Identical reflections from ·some. -of th:e . 
" 
~·-·---· ·. / .. 
. • • ..f \ ·:... -~~ .. 
. '···;;·_· .. 
phases in the saniple coating. also hin¢liered the ind-exing Qf ,the ,di.ffrac-
• °!" • ' 
. . . ' 
tion. lines, and the possibility of preferred or·ientation in the depostts 
' ' ' 
may ·have al.s·o affected the gif.fract_;~~----line intensities~ Nevertheless, such #-- · · •· 
·-- ,. 
,, .. , .......... ..:., 
' ,. ... { '"" . 
• .•.,,,. I 1 
' 1 " 
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The intensiti®s of reflections· li'sted fo~ the powder photograms 
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Very Faint 
. " . 
The current density of deposition wa~ · c.alculated according to-
the' formula: 
--
c.d. 100 X a. - . 2(1xb) 
where -·--c.d. = 
- ~-- - ---- , - . -- --· - current c:lens i_ty __ fam~l_dijt:)_. ---~ 
-. 
. a= current (amperes) 
·" 
1 ~ height of area deposited (ems) 
.b = width of area deposited (ems) 
' 
"' The factor "2" accounts for the two faces of the cathodes on · 
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which depos-ition occurredo The sides and· bottom edge wer~ neglected. 
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Approxima.te tin and iron concentrations· in the .deposit we:te ob~ained on 
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·· where, ~£ = percent~ge current effi'c·iency 
11·· an_d Pi= weight·percents of the depositing elements 
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wt. = wefgh·t <if~ the deposit (grams) 
' Electrochemical. equivalents ·(based 
+ + . 2 for Sn and 3 for Fe) 
I = current (amp) 
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Bath Composition: 
SnCl • 2H (:) 2 · 2~ 
27.00g/1 
2.02g/1 
lOH2o· ___ llO_.Olg/1 
pH - 8.52 
Anodes: Tin 
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FeCl • 3 
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--Na- P O • 






~ ~ Bath-temperature: 
Time: 1200 secs 





ss 0 c 




Weight- of. deposit: 0.05520~ 
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Bath temperature: ss 0 c 
Time: 1200 secs 
Area of deposit: 47.-0 2 ems 
c.d. -
-
2 1.44 amp/dm 
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SAMPLE 5 
Bath Composition: 
FeC13 • 6H20 27 .02g/1 
SnC12 • 2H20 4.00g/1 , 
Na4P2o7 • lOB20 1so.om811 
·pH - 8.425 
Anodes: Tin 
Cathodes: Copper 









deposit: 50.2 2 ems 
' . 2 
0.498 amp/dm 
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FeC13 • 6H20 
SnC12 • 2H20 
Na4P2?1 • lOH20· 





Time: 1200 secs 






37 •. 7 2 ems 
c.d. - 1.06 2 amp/dm 
• 
Weight of deposit: 0.07283g 
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. Current· e ~µc iency: 47. 0 
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The X-ray data 9btained · front" .Samples l through 10, wherein tin t; I . 
- --- - . - - - -
was used as anodes, gave definite· ind~cations of high concenti:ation of 
.. · _____ ···-···----------------------~- · B~Sn '.Present in the 1lieposit~ The copper- substrate d=spacing 'lines .··· _ ~--
•. . 
_____ :wer_e ___ als.o ... very ... :.prominent.- __ The._ only_. iron1aatin" alloy.that was .... detected ... ~was---~--.-----
------- .. ·--. --· ....... --~ ·~·--·--,:::a~·-s· ·-· ····· ·....... . ,_. ___ .c ..•. --'-·····---'·'· . ··-- .,.. ·········--- • ···---~-- ..• • •.• · ..... ···········- ···--··----···· .•. ,. .. . . ........•..• -···----···-,········--············· . ·-·----···· ··-····--·--·----· ···------···· ····-······--·--'···--·--·-- ... ··-·----·----------· --
. ___ . _ , . .re_ n2 • 
' 
· The use of carbon anodes increased·-the iron concentration pre-
sent in ,the deposlt and the d-lines- for Fe were distinctly apparent. 
Here too,. Fesn2 was the oply iron-tin alloy detected in the deposit. 
Heating the samples to .as low a temperature as 150°C, clearly 
brought out almost all the characteri'stic d-lines ~or FeSn2 • Trace amounts 
·· of FeSn were detectable only on samples heated above 175°C. This presence 
0£: FeSn is noteworthy, as ·it is not generally observed after conmercial 
tinplate is heated during manufacture. · The heating of samples. using 
_____ , ___ . 
··---- ----·--·-·------····-- -··-···-- -·-·· ... copper as a 'substrate, cre-a.ted. cmnplicati'ons in the ana·i.-ysis -beca,ise·· o·f --··· ______ --c- --------~--=---···-------·-
\ the presence of E-Cu Sno . 3 .. 
l 
The diffraction·pattern -of -~ample 13, which used an"iron substrate:, ________________ _ 
' 
gave very clear, although weak,, d-spacings for almost all ·the Fe~112 lines. 
Heating of this sample to 150°C, ·11s 0 c and 200°C showed up these d-lines 
more and more prominently, and the f3-Sn d-spacing lines could be . seen 
disappearing from the pattern •. Figures 2 to 5 clearly indicate this 
patte:rn of behavior. . 
--------- ------·- ··----···--- ---------- ·-· - - - ------~-------· - . ' --
It is interesting to note that the d-lines obtained front electro-
···--···-··------- - . -deposited FeSn,2 are in better accord witli the_ pseudo-hexagonal structure 
rath~r than -the tetragonal structurej although there are only minor ~~~~~!:' .. --·-------··.-· -·-.···: 
•V··-------··--· •~'-•" - .~ -- -·--,·-----·-- -•·-
-;;:•,, 
~.-~ . . . . ' 
f: ------~~------· _- enc·e·s·,o:el~weerL-tlie~·-ai-ffr~ction patterns of tliese two·crysfjilline :forms (stie~~-. ··. - ---- -- · 
t;;~ 
~, """'"''-----~-~-·· · -·,,-~--·· - · ---··---.. -~----:Appieridi.x. II) .-- . That- the ·former'.· ::s true tii1.ee 
~ ·- - . -- ·- . - -- .. - ·-.... 
-. •-u••·•• C '"'~",",'·"•••·'-,·-··-•·•-••••••·-•, ... ----•··.··;·<~•-,•,••••--•_,-, .•-•·"•••-•••-·••,----.-,,.c"'"-··,• C'" •·, ,••• .• , "' ">.•.--•' .,,. .•• _ .. ,.-,...•-•,-__,-,,,..;~,---~ •.::.;;.,.~-- O '.~,•• ,.. •• ,·" 
is pres-ent to a grea.ter extent- i.s _____ --- ___ · ___ : .. _ 
•, ~- I 
. ' .. 
.. , 
. 'f -_.. . 
........ . " ,, ... 
. ' . , . . 
clearly indic,~ted · by, the. presenc.e of the 3 ."26A O d-line ·· in the ··d;iffraction 
. · . \ I I I • . , , , . 
\ I'' : . ·----- .. -.,.----;_:_ 
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,_ • The discrepencies and presence of some un·indexed d-spacing · lines · . 
" 
· ·. can. be attributed to the following reasons: .. 
. ,. 
1. Some substrate patt,.erns- s.howing up prominently. 
.,.. ; ·, ·-·io. 2. Broadening of diffrac,tion lines, presumably because of over-v 
. 
lapping "d" values for different constituents. 
---3-.-- Strong·-_:pres-en-ce····of "shou·lder·•t--f-o-rn1ation-···1rc-·some · peatcs·---cc""ovmiiiwp"a""r,....e~. ----
·-·· ---···-'·---···--··-·-· --- .. '·· --~-- •-··-· ----···· --·-·-····---- --···--······-·- .. -· --'-'---··-··--'--~"--·'----'···-··'----------'---'"-'--'"·-·-"·--- --~·'--•~·------~-.~ ,= • .,--.~---"""-cc.------·-'"=··-==-===--=-"'-""--==-L -----~-- · ·----~--=--=-""-'-~ Figures 2 and 3). 
4. The pre~ence of K S lines, especially in the cas ____ e of Fe, at 
the higher Bragg angles •. 
·s. Presence of unidentifiable d-lines·due to the .formation of 
·--.._, dilute solid solutions of tin in iron. 
Nevertheless, these limitations did not adversely affect the iden-
tification of the presence of Fesn2 in the deposits. 
···--··--··--------------··--::"···-----------·· ---··-_-··-The electronprobe· analysis supplemented the findings of the X-ray -----~-,--------··---<-- -------·.-·----- ·-
~--·-·" 
data by bringing out the fact that iron and t:in were homogeneously dis-
-- . ·. ----·--·--······ -.-· ·-=- ~----·--·----~---------- -tributed throughout t'he deposit. The gene.ral appearance of all the 
deposits range~rom a light grey to a medium dark gt'ey, outer appearance. 
. 
-Lower· current c!~~s_i._t_i~ s ___tended ___ t_o __ give «the texture of the deposit a 
smooth and uniform appearance, while a higher current density, close to 
'' 2 
1 amp/dm · and above, gave the deposit a rough appearance" Nearly all 
' 
. 
the deposits exhibited a ·bright, shiny layer-beneath the upp~r crust. 
· 13 · Changes in the basic bath compositions of Izmailov and Kudryavtseva 
< 
.... ---------·--- _____ , ___ c_ ____ · _,, •. wer_e. -done -in- order to.- ·enable the codeposition c:,f ir.or1 and tin in the -=---~~--:-=--~··· ~· ·• -·· --· --~ --- ------·-··- ---------·-
-~·- - ----· 
···~ .. -,. 
---------- - ' - -· ----- ·----- , .. 
correct stoi~hiom.etry ~avorable for the formation of Fesn2 , viz. lower 
J--... ~ tin concentration- and the use of graphite anodes. 
-~- - ______ ,__.,.--.....-----~--~--- ...... 
- --- ·--- ----·-·- -- - - ---··---·~- - ·-----.. ------- --~- -·- -
__ . -----·---~----~- --
-----,----------·----··--, 
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CONCLUSION V 
. . . '-./ ' 
...... ,, .. 
'· ' 
.. 
I A method for the synthesis-- of F~Sn2 .by t~e codeposition °.f ir.on 
and tin from a -pyrophosphate qath has been developed. The important 
. . 
. factors_ favoring the deposition of iron and tin iri the correct stoichio- ·· 
--- -----·---- .. 
---~~-· metry are: ~·· _. . .,,..,-:-: . . 
-, 
~-
- - ----- -----------------------·------- ·- -- -----·-- --- ' ·--------··· ·-------- ------ -
1. Lower tin concentrations (in ·tne r-angti of---z.:-g/1)-than recom-
w 
. 13 
mended by Izmailov and Kudryavtseva ·• 
_ 
I .... 2 . . . 
2. Low current ·density (in the range of 0.5 amp/dm) ,favor 
higher tin concentrations in the deposit~ 
3. Bath temperatures in the vicinity ·of 80°_C tend to favor the 
formation of the intermetallic alloy prior to heat treatment. 
.,·., 














- ------ -- •,iJ 
Ir 
Ii The results also indicate that electrolytic methods seem to . 
... 
- - - - - . -- ~- ·- - - - ----·-- - --------·-·-· .----------. ,_= 
-------·-···------·-···--... , ._,_ -·----~-·favor the pse.udo-hexagonal structure of FeSn
2 rather. than the tetragonal 
-·--·--.. -:_.:-- -. -- ~ -· --
structure formed otherwise from hot-di.pptng a11d _heat tr~atment~.methQds."-- ---·-----=-· = 
Andther significant factor is the appreciable amounts o.f Fesn2 th~t can-be detected in the electrodeposits. 
. . The presence of FeSn in deposit-s hea-ted above 175°C suggests that 
a similar technique can be applied to the synthesis of iron-tin alloys 
,; .. 
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APPENDIX- I 
·-, 
s·tandard x~ray. diffrae_tion dat;a for Fe 1 ._ · FeSn, FeSn2 , B •S.n, Cu and ,.,, 
· -1 € -cu3Sn. * 
.. , { 
----- --~-----------
Fe (FeSn) 6H (59.4%Sn) 
/ -
.ol,•·: 
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. ·· .·· .. ·· .. ~. a-sp· acing 
· ¥esn2 
Rel. hkl ·-_ d-spa-ci~ 
B .. -Sn 
Rel. hk.l - . I. 
.···· I •. 
..... 
2·: 67 . 50 'i, 00-2 
· 2 .• 915 . ·100·:_ 200 2 .57 100 .. 211-· 2. 793 ·90 101 
.... 21•• 31 = ~Q_ ___________ -__ t]._2 __ , 2_20 --- _ '2. 062 34· .220 
---·__:__, ·.,-. '-----.-r ~---~2~07_______ ·, 100 · 20 2 , 310 2 • Q 17 __ 7~---- ____ J_i l 
-~~~~--. ----~:;:-~ · .. -- ~:·;~. --~--.. 1~!~~??.~.-~--- · .. ·ti~:-=.~·~--~}~ ~ .... · · ~~~--
1.52 100 411,213 1.458 13 ·400 . . 1.40 50 402 1.442 · 20 321 1.34 70 004,332 1.304 15 420 
: i 1.19 100 413,521 1.292 15 
-411 1.16 
_ 30 , 440,512~224 1.205 20 312 1.12· 50 530,314 ,. 1.0950- 13 . 501 1. 09 -----·-· ---- -. __ 5_0_-c--- ---- --600 1. 0434 3 103 
- 1.00 70 215,541,52~. 1:0401 ·5 332 0.964 30 ·622 i.0309 . 2 440 0.885 100 · 543,415,721 , _ l.0252 5 ~ 521 --------·-·-·-···----.. ----- -- 0.874 ··----------- 50 116,444,712,550 Oo 9824 5 213 0.-859 100 533,730,642,206 0.9718 2 600 0.848 50 
_ 604 o. 9310 3 -~-303 -.... ! 
____ c:-.- .. ·=:c::c:~=--- 0.802, · 100 . ~25, 123,811 . o. 9·~,ao 13 512 
0.9219 . 5 620 
0.9178 5 011 
""' , 0.9868 4 323 ... 
°"'· ·o.s1sa 2 541 
· 0.8485 4 413. . .. ,·,.;, .•. 
0.8466 10 532 
I 0.8286 4 631 
. 0.8086 6 640 . 
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